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Abstract

The art market  is worth around USD 45 billion per annum[1], out of which 
only ca. USD 3.5 billion represent its online component[2]. In some cases, 
less than 30% of these igures are eventually cashed in by the artists.

Apollo  Septem will  bring  together  artists  and  art  lovers  in  one  single
ecosystem that will open new ways towards a democratic and fair artists’
society.

Apollo Septem will reshape the art market by directly interfacing the artist
and the end customer. It will not be only a traditional online sales platform,
but it  will  instead set  the  foundation of  the artists’  self-governance.  The
project will leverage on blockchain technology to create a truly secure and
transparent environment, shifting away and seeking  differentiation from
today’s oligopoly.

Apollo Septem addresses the main shortcomings of  the  arts industry by
building  a  new,  forward-looking  ecosystem  for  art  and  artists,  using
innovative business instruments, online marketing capabilities and cutting-
edge technologies. The stated intention is from the very beginning  to shift
away from the  current  context  and to  challenge the use of  conventional
instruments.  The project will design and deliver a brand new ecosystem,
where  the  Art  Community  will  grow  and  develop  in  a  self-sustainable
manner. 



1. Business model
1.1. Executive summary

Apollo Septem’s goal is to build a truly decentralized society, governed by democratic
values, where all the participants have the right to sustain their beliefs and where
everyone feels secure and fairly rewarded.

By using a strong technological foundation, the project will regain the freedom of art
and artists.

The main shortcomings addressed by Apollo Septem are:

• The lack of self-governance of artists’ community;

• The art industry centralization and control assumed by third parties;

• The expensiveness of the available online tools;

• The expensiveness and reliability of the art pieces’ authenticity veri ication.

 1.1.1. The token as a tool 

The token will work as a tool and was designed to:

• Incentivize the supporters of the community;

• Grow as a natural currency for art and artists;

• Re lect the real value of the art industry;

• Protect the artists’ community against in lation;

• Enable and sustain democracy within the community.

The art consumers will have the following main advantages:

• Setting direct contact with the artists themselves;

• Possibility to obtain discounts based on the costumer total score;

• Possibility to inance and hold art shares;

• Priority when visiting the online galleries.
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1.2. Market vs. Community
Apollo  Septem is  not aiming at  becoming a commercial  enterprise,  but at  further
developing and sustaining a community. For this reason, the general term of “market”
has been replaced by the Global Art Community concept.

Pushing this approach further, the team is developing a new ecosystem with strong
core fundamentals and values  that are:

• Freedom;

• Transparency;

• Equity.
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This is why Apollo Septem started to design the project envisaging a metamorphosis
of the following concepts:

• Market becomes Community

• Centralized becomes Decentralized

• Governance becomes Self-governance

• Business becomes Community Collaboration

• Finance becomes Equal Opportunities

With this approach in mind, Apollo Septem is designing an All-in-One Platform to be
the baseline for the entire Community.

1.3. Starting point 

The core features that Apollo Septem envisions and proposes are:

Online Shop – the community existence and development will be fueled by the APO
token  that  will  become  the  main  value  transfer  method  inside  the  platform,  by
offering important discounts for its usage.

Financing Platform – independent inancing events audited by the Community will
fuel the art development.

Virtual Galleries (includes VR) – the content of the modern online galleries will be
primarily 2D, as 3D would not the optimal solution for user perception because of
most devices’ display limitations.  VR will  in any case produce a much better user
experience. This feature will empower the artist to present and transfer his work to
the art collectors in an easy and straightforward way. The numbers of visitors will
thus increase signi icantly, giving the possibility to a high number of art lovers and
collectors to admire the exhibited pieces.  Further new communities will  have the
opportunity to explore art.

Peer-to-peer Ownership Transfer – lean and transparent transfer of ownership from
one individual to another, empowered by the use of blockchain capabilities. 

Online Shares Offerings – the possibility to split the ownership of an art piece in
shares. A buyer of such shares will thus have the possibility to monetize his holdings
once the partially-owned art work is sold.
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Authenticity veri ication of the art pieces, embedded into the platform. A Certi icate
of Authenticity will be issued once the art piece is registered on the platform and
veri ied.

Distributed  Storage System –  collaboration with a  consolidated storage platform
that will offer a low cost and secure solution.

Request For Art Work – possibility for the art collectors to organize competitions
between artists for pre-ordered masterpieces.
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1.4. Model and concept

Apollo Septem Platform will run using low fees, necessary for the future development
of the community. Details on the fees application, as well as on the rewards system
split by role follow further on.

Community
member

Counterpart Advantages Fees Reward schema

Artist

Online sale
Art

collector
and dealer

Low fees

Extended market

Authenticity 
veri ication

Authenticity 
certi icate

1% when using APO 
token 

2% when using 
other 
cryptocurrencies

3% when using iat

50% when using 
APO token

25% when using 
other 
cryptocurrencies

10% when using iat

Financing 
of projects

Community

Low fees

Extended Market

Lean process

1% when using APO 
token 

2%  when using 
other 
cryptocurrencies

3% when using iat

50% when using 
APO token

25% when using 
other 
cryptocurrencies

10% when using iat

Online 
gallery

Community

No fees 

Extended Market

Free promotion

Bene it from the 
newest 
technologies 
including Virtual 
Reality features

              -              -

Auctions Community

Low fees

Extended market

Authenticity 
veri ication

Authenticity 
certi icate

1% when using APO 
token 

2% when using 
other 
cryptocurrency

3% when using iat

50% when using 
APO token

25% when using 
other 
cryptocurrency

10% when using iat

Table 1: Model And Concet for Artists
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Community
member

Counterpart Advantages Fees Reward schema

Art Collector

Online 
acquisition

Artist and 
Foundation

Low fees

Extended market

Authenticity 
veri ication

Authenticity 
certi icate

1% when using 
APO token 

2% when using 
cryptocurrencies

3% when using 
iat

-

Financing 
of projects 
participatio
n

Artist and 
Foundation

Low fees

Extended Market

Lean process

1% when using 
APO token 

2% when using 
other 
cryptocurrencies

3% when using 
iat

50% when using 
APO token

25% when using 
other crypto

10% when using 
iat

Online 
gallery

Artist and 
Foundation

Bene it from the 
newest 
technologies 
including Virtual 
Reality features

Fees will be 
introduced only 
for priority to buy 

-

Auctions 
Artist and 
Foundation

Low fees

Extended market

Authenticity 
verif ication

Authenticity 
certi icate

1% when using 
APO token 

2% when using 
other 
cryptocurrencies

3% for using iat

-

Table 2: Model and Concept for Art Collector
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Community
member

Counterpart Advantages Fees Reward schema

Foundation All features Community - -

The foundation will 
receive 15% of the fees 
for future development of
the community

Promoter

People actively 
involved in 
supporting the 
development of 
the community

-

Possibility to 
sustain a 
decentralized 
concept

- 2% of the fees 

Token 
holder

- -
Possibility to 
sustain the 
community 

-

The rest of the fees will 
return to the token 
holders proportional to 
the amount of tokens 
held, paid in APO token 
on a monthly basis

Table 3: Model and Concept for Foundation, Promoter and Token holder

Note:   The  above  schema  is  only  an  indicative  one.  The  costs  and  rewards  were
calculated using medium volumes per year. The business case is a “work-in-progress”
and the inal calculation will be published in the next versions of the whitepaper. 

Regarding the reward schema, the reimbursement of the fees will occur after all the
expenses  will  be covered.  The remaining will  be paid following the above presented
schema.
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1.5. Apollo Septem Foundation and voting rights

The foundation will work only as a vehicle that the community can use for future
developments and promotion. The right of voting will be assigned as follows:

Actor Role Right of voting Members

Artist Community
Suggest new developments
or changes

40%

All the artists that contributed
to the community by using 
one of the features offered by 
the platform , and which have 
been inally validated by the 
community

Foundation

Will analyze the 
suggestions and propose a 
set of actions based on the 
added value of the 
enhancements and the 
available resources

20%

The founders plus top 10 
contributors to the 
Community (Artist, Art 
collectors and dealers, 
Promoters)

Token Holders

Only for token holders with
a holding period of min. 1 
month prior to the voting 
event

40% -

Table 4: Apollo Septem voting system

1.6. Strategy 

Apollo  Septem  will  organize  a  transparent  online  event  in  order  to  invite  the
community to apply for a Promoter role. After the initial selection, the promoters can
present sustainable strategies and work together with Apollo Septem Foundation to
promote the community.

The selection criteria will be published in a second version of the whitepaper and will
be transparent for everyone. Indicatively, the following ones will be considered, but
the list is not inal nor exhaustive:

• Experience;
• Art knowledge;
• Commitment to respect the Apollo Septem values;
• Geography.
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2. Token distribution and usage of funds

2.1. APO Token

APO is a token issued on Ethereum network and is compliant with ERC20 standards.
APO will be a fundamental component of the Apollo Septem ecosystem, as it will be
the single enabler of  the transactions execution.  It  will  fuel  the platform and will
empower its users to engage with the community.

Apollo Septem is removing the intermediary layer between artists and art consumers,
not  only  to  bring  along  transparency,  but  also  to  establish  the  concept  of
decentralized trust  within  the  visual  arts  industry.  This  is  achieved through APO
token,  a  smart  contract  programmed  to  support  the  transactional  needs  of  the
community members, while fully bene iting of the blockchain features.

The APO smart contract address is:

 0xeeB69Fca351cfd49a8b977b28868D7E6EdB9cD02

2.2. Token distribution

The total supply of APO tokens will be 300,000,000.  The number of tokens is ixed,
with  no  possibility  of  creation  or  minting  after  its  creation.  APO  tokens  will  be
distributed as follows: 

Purpose Amount Amount in percentages

Presale & ICO 180,000,000 60.00%

Ecosystem fuel 60,000,000 20.00%

Team & Advisors 40,000,000 15.00%

Donations 13,500,000 4.50%

Bounty & giveaway 1,500,000 0.50%
Table 2.1: APO Token Distribution
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Bounty & Giveaway:   Apollo Septem will use 0.5% of its tokens to reward members,
collaborators  or  whistle-blowers  who  will  use  their  own  means  to  promote  the
project  or  who will  simply support  us along the way in  various other ways.  Blog
articles, video reviews, translations, etc. are simple examples that will be in scope, but
the list is not exhaustive. For further information on this stream, we invite you to
follow Apollo Septem of icial communication channels.

Donations:  Apollo Septem decided to use 4.5 % of the tokens in order to further
incentivize  some  of  the  important  actors  of  the  ecosystem and to  strengthen the
community.  The approach will  be  to  use  a  Smart  Donation System,  following the
below rules:

• the tokens will be released progressively;

• the eligibility for receiving the tokens will be thoroughly veri ied;

• Art schools, art nonpro it associations and projects of young, promising artists
will be prioritized;

• users of Apollo Septem platform will be as well assigned higher priority.
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2.3. Token sale

In  the  event  in  which the soft  cap is  not  reached during the Apollo  Septem ICO,
despite the team’s commitment to deliver and match the roadmap milestones, it may
occur  that  some of  the  deliverables  presented  in  the  white  paper  will  be  shifted
further in the future and/or eventually de-scoped. In this unlikely situation, a review
of the roadmap will be considered.

Apollo Septem token sale will be divided in two major phases: the presale and the
public ICO. During the presale, a maximum of 50% of the total amount of APO tokens
in scope will be made available for purchase. This equals to 90.000.000 tokens. The
remaining 50% will be subject to the public ICO.

The Sale will be organized as follows:

• Payment methods: ETH;

• Soft cap: 3000 ETH;

• Hard cap: 30,000 ETH;

• Exchange rate: 1 ETH = 4200 APO;

• Presale period: 30 days; 

• Presale conditions: minimum accepted donation value is 0.1 ETH, all lower
transations will be rejected;

• ICO period: will be divided in 3 waves of 10 days each;

Period Bonus in percentages 

Presale 40%

ICO wave1 15%

ICO wave2 10%

ICO wave3 5%
Table 2.2: Token sale bonus

When the hard cap is reached the ICO will ended automatically.

IMPORTANT  NOTICE:  At  the  end  of  the  ICO  all  the  remaining  tokens  will  be
burned.
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2.4. Usage of funds

The funds raised during the Presale and ICO are planned to be used according to the
Apollo Septem vision, roadmap and timelines. The following percentages represents
the current expected allocation, but may be adjusted in time:

Reason Percentages

Development and Engineering 55%

Other resources 15%

Infrastructure 13%

Marketing and PR 10%

Legal, Compliance and Risk Management 7%
Table 2.3: Funds allocation
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Development  and  Engineering:  developing  the Apollo  Septem platform with  the
functionalities described in the White Paper as well as other ones that are requested
by  the  community;  this  represents  a  continuous  process  and  will  also  involve
research and development  expenses  to  further  improve  the complex  mechanisms
that are involved in different processes (such as the authenticity veri ication step).  It
also includes the human resources related costs.

Other  resources: mainly  related  to  costs  for  software  licenses,  equipment  and
hardware, as well as other similar expenses.

Infrastructure: covers  the  cost  of  the  machines  that  needed  to  run  the  whole
ecosystem as desired and to ensure its availability.

Marketing and PR: includes the costs assigned for establishing marketing plans and
strategies  to  reach  the  different  artist  communities  around  the  world  and  for
developing and maintaining working relationships with them.

Legal, Compliance and Risk Management:  includes all legal expenses required in
order for the platform to be available in different countries and compliant with local
laws  and  regulations.  Furthermore,  all  costs  required  by  the  risk  management
framework design and operational deployment. 
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3. Risk Management

3.1. Vision

“Those who were unlucky in life in spite of their skills would eventually rise. The lucky
fool might have bene ited from some luck in life; over the longer run he would slowly
converge  to  the  state  of  a  less-lucky idiot.  Each  one  would  revert  to  his  long-term
properties.”   Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Fooled by Randomness

We are very well aware that randomness is everywhere around us and that no one
can actually build credible and meaningful patterns for just about anything. But at the
same  time,  our  solid  accumulated  10+  year-experience  in  the  inancial  and
information technology industries taught us that risks can be managed and at least
partially contained. That is not to say that we can foresee the unforeseeable, but we
irmly believe in the need for a robust risk management framework, followed by a

thorough execution.

Our consensual commitment  is to implement a straight-forward and effective risk
management deck, led by a dedicated team. It will  enable a well-informed project
steering  that  will  allow  the  community  to  make  decisions  in  a  more  predictable
context.
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3.2. Execution

 3.2.1. Risks de inition and owners identi ication

The irst step that will enable a successful risk framework rollout will be the correct
de inition of relevant risks and/or threats and the subsequent identi ication of the
actual risk owners. They will act as the core control layer, while the risk management
function  will  monitor  and  implement  second  level  controls  for  cross-checking
purposes.

The main risk categories around which the framework will be designed are:

• Governance –  planning,  monitoring,  controlling  of  roadmap  progress  and
implementation,  strategic  tunings;  gap  recovery;  follow-up  and  timely
addressing of major-issues logs. In addition, the governance risk framework
will act as meta-framework for global steering once higher levels of maturity
are reached.

• Operational – management of ICT risks (software, hardware, infrastructure
failures  or  disruptions);  process  waste  and  inef iciency  identi ication  and
removal, maximizing as much as possible the actually value-adding steps

• Legal/Compliance –  legal  and  compliance  risks  will  be  managed  by
professional partners, with the right amount of experience.  Technology will
remain a key enabler of the execution.

• Competition –  while  we  feel  honored  to  play  along  great  names  of  the
industry,  we are  committed to  differentiating  from the competition  and to
leading the innovation.  We will  leverage our lexibility  and extremely well-
prepared pool of advisors to generate consistent value for our community

• Financial – while the project’s core rationale is community development and
its  long  term  sustainability,  we  will  be  carefully  managing  the  inancial
standpoint. We will always protect the interests of our investors, trying to ind
a common ground between them and our core values, vision and approach. 

• Reputational – our exceptional team of advisors are all renowned experts in
their  ields.  They have  therefore  all  the  skills  required  to  identify  in  early
stages actions or decisions that could have a negative reputational impact. 
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 3.2.2. Risk Mapping and Measures De inition

All identi ied risks will be mapped on a classic Likelihood/Impact matrix, with our
risk  management  team  committed  to  strategically  minimizing  risk  occurrence
probability and to downsizing severities in the eventual case of the occurrence. The
tactical action to do so will be the de inition of mitigating measures, which will be:
proactive, to reduce the probability and reactive, to limit the impact. We will heavily
focus on leading elements like failsafe implementation, early warning indicators and
threats & controls framework de inition, but careful attention will be placed also on
sensitivity analysis for more ef icient addressing of lagging measures (i.e. measures to
limit severity after risk materialization). Risk mappings will be reviewed on a regular
basis, with a frequency still to be de ined. 

 3.2.3. Risk Calculation

Our fundamental purpose will not be to reengineer risk calculation methodologies,
but to actually make good and educated use of the existing and proven ones. Selected
methodologies will be carefully customized to effectively support our needs and to
prove relevant to our context: our approach will therefore be to extrapolate, rather
than to implement linearly.

 3.2.4. Action Plan 

Based on the above-mentioned steps (risk mapping -> risk calculation -> measures
de inition),  an  action  plan  will  be  set  up  and communicated transparently  to  the
entire community. Whenever required, community members will be asked to vote;
but in any case, freedom of expression will always be encouraged.

Following the action plan design, the subsequent implementation will be monitored
and controlled. Updates will be published on a regular basis towards the community.

To further strengthen our risk management framework, we will be also considering
the involvement of external auditors on a recurrent basis. They will act a third level of
controls, enabling further robustness of community and tools.

 3.2.5. Strategic Considerations

Based  on  360-degrees  observations  throughout  the  various  cycles  of  risk
management process, together with our stakeholders we will identify and agree on
potential  strategic  courses  of  action.  These  will  be  at  all  times  communicated
transparently to the entire community. 
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4. Technical overview

4.1. Architectural model 

The developed system will consist of two main components, each being associated
with its own environment, as follows:

• The  on-chain  component,  that  is  represented  by  the  Ethereum  public
blockchain

• The  off-chain  component,  that  consists  of  the  platform  (or  different
applications that  will  be requested by the community needs)  in  which the
users will interact  both with the blockchain (via  smart contracts) and with
other users or groups of users.
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To better illustrate the two main components, let us take for example one of the most
common use case: the upload of an artwork. In this example, we want to describe the
main objects/actors of the low, as well as how and in what order they interact with
each other. As shown in the diagram above, we can identify the main parts of this
“communication”:

• User, the person that uploads the artwork;
• Web App, the frontend system in which the user executes his actions;
• Backend  System,  the  part  of  the  system  that  is  responsible  with  the

coordinating the whole process. It has the job of verifying the authenticity of
the uploaded piece  and sending the required information to the other two
actors;

• Storage, the part that deals with the artwork storage;
• Blockchain,  the  part  that  is  responsible  with  registering  the  action  in  the

Ethereum blockchain for historical purposes.

4.2. On-chain component

Ethereum  is  a  decentralized  blockchain  platform  for  "building  unstoppable
applications", while Ether is the cryptocurrency used on this platform.[3] 

The intent of Ethereum is to create an alternative protocol for building decentralized
applications, providing a different set of tradeoffs that we believe will be very useful
for a large class of decentralized applications, with particular emphasis on situations
where rapid development time, security for small and rarely used applications, and
the ability of different applications to very ef iciently interact, are important.[4]

The  main  point  of  this  on-chain  component  is  without  doubt  Ethereum’s  smart
contract.  A contract is a collection of code (its functions) and data (its  state) that
resides at a speci ic address on the Ethereum blockchain. Contract accounts are able
to pass messages between themselves. The code in Ethereum contracts is written in a
low-level, stack-based bytecode language, referred to as "Ethereum virtual machine
code"  or  "EVM  code".  The  code  consists  of  a  series  of  bytes,  where  each  byte
represents an operation.[4]

This revolutionary feature will allow us to construct an infallible record for each of
the art piece that is  uploaded in our system. This is  because once an information
(represented as a transaction) is broadcasted in the network and is con irmed by the
nodes, it will remain here untouched. What this means is that every artwork that is
uploaded on our platform will have all its history tracked.
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Let us refer to a simple sample low to better illustrate the actions that will occur
when a user uploads his/hers personal work of art:

1. The user uploads the artwork in our platform using the web application’s
interface

2. Several processing steps will be applied on the artwork itself so that we can
digitally sign it. 

• A unique hash is generated for the ile.
• The  artwork  is  fed  inside  the  authenticity  engine  to  ind  out  if  the

submitted piece is already added in our system. 
3. The artwork is stored in the system

• The  place  of  storage  is  subject  to  discussion  (either  a  private  or  a
distributed ile server or even a blockchain specialized in storage such as
SIA, Storj, etc). The main discussion points will be the cost ef iciency and
failover  necessity.  We  cannot  store  the  artwork  inside  the  Ethereum
blockchain because it’s inef iciently cost-wise.

4. A  transaction  is  broadcasted  on the Ethereum’s  blockchain by  executing  a
method  of  the  smart  contract.  The  issued  transaction  will  include  the
creation’s hash that was previously generated so that it can be tracked later
on.

4.3. Off-chain environment

This second component refers to all the platform’s applications in which the end-user
will have access to the different actions and functionalities. Most of its actions will
interact at some point with the on-chain environment:

• Upload an artwork:
• The uploaded ile will be checked by the authenticity engine; if the ile

passes the test then it will  be automatically uploaded. In case the test
results are not conclusive, then the ile will be send for further human-
assisted validation.

• Check the authenticity of an artwork:
• The platform will also allow its users to purchase or simply transfer the

copyrights of an artwork from one user to another. So if a user wants to
make sure that digital  artwork that he owns is  authentic (the original
one) he can do this by using the proper functionality.

• Audit an existing artwork by seeing all its history inside the system; eg. When
was is added, who added it, when was is sold, what was its price over time as
well as other relevant information.
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4.4. Off-chain system architecture

The  following  igure  presents  the  system  architecture  from  three  parts:  “Main
system”, “Deployment system” and “Monitoring and log collection system”.
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The key part is the “main system”, which must be a highly scalable and secure system.
The  system  is  loosely  coupled.  The  front-end  part  contains  load  balancers  and
application servers and provides the interaction with the users. The Load balancers
receive the requests and relay them to different frontend web servers based on their
availability. Another set of load balanacers can be used to relay data from frontend
web servers to the backend systems. Internal user data will be stored in a distributed
database  system  and  their  artwork  in  a  distributed  data  storage  system.  Both
systems,  database and storage system,  will  have a  replica in  a remote location in
order to provide disaster recovery and backup functions. 

We  want  to  make  sure  that  all  services  are  running  as  required.  Therefore,
“monitoring is one of the primary means by which service owners keep track of a
system’s health and availability”[5].  The monitoring and log collection system will
collect logs from the productions server from all levels (OS and services log, security
logs and internal application logs) to ensure that we can trace all the steps of the data
processing and be able to provide a quick response in case of emergency.

The deployment system will provide features such as: change management system,
automating the process of provisioning web servers and load balancers, provisioning
web applications, and server maintenance operations.  The deployment system will
also provide logs that can be used to detect problems in the system.

4.5. Authenticity engine

Artwork = a piece of digital art, which can be represented by computer generated 2D/3D
imagery (CI) or digital images captured by cameras (DI)

The authenticity veri ication process has the main objective of assessing whether an
artwork entering the Apollo Septem ecosystem is original, in the sense that there is
no  other  artwork  registered  in  Apollo  Septem  that  is  identical  or  similar.  The
similarity  between  two artworks  allegedly  created  by  different  authors  can  be  a
forgery  indicator.  While  the  similarity  veri ication  process  will  be  completely
automatic,  the authenticity  verdict  in borderline cases will  be  human-assisted.  An
authenticity alert will be raised in situations when the similarity measure between
two artworks exceeds a certain threshold. In such a case, the authenticity validation
process can involve the authors of the similar artworks who can provide valuable
input for solving the authenticity con lict.
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 4.5.1. Requirements 

Artwork authenticity is both a sensitive and complex topic and should be addressed
with special care. Digital art forgery is temptingly easy to perform and still could be
very dif icult to detect, especially in an automatic manner. Thus, we envision a set of
primary requirements for Apollo Septem’s authenticity veri ication module:

• Smart – The module will feature a smart component, which will allow it to
adapt  its  authenticity  decisions  in  time,  and  learn  based  on  the  feedback
generated  by  the  human  intervention.  This  will  lead  to  a  decrease  in  the
requirement for human intervention, which is especially relevant as the Apollo
Septem ecosystem grows,  with a  correspondent  increase in  the  number of
stored artworks. Moreover, the module will include state-of-the-art machine
learning techniques to detect image forgery.

• Reliable – The similarity measure should be provided with high con idence, as
this is the primary mechanism for triggering an authenticity alert. The module
will  address  the  originality  veri ication  using  a  complex  combination  of
aspects and features, covering a wide range of forgery techniques.

• Low storage requirements – Comparison between a new piece of artwork
and already stored ones  will  be  performed  using  a  storage-ef icient  set  of
descriptors that will form the signature of the artwork. The descriptors will
include metadata and speci ic image features. The set of descriptors should be
compact  such  that  it  does  not  create  an  additional  storage  burden  to  the
system, besides the artwork itself.

 4.5.2. Design of the authenticity veri ication module 

The authenticity veri ication module will consist in two main components: Signature
Computation and Smart Comparator. They will ensure validation for an uploaded art
work by inspecting both its meta data and content and comparing it  with existing
works in the Apollo Septem framework. 

The Comparator will create an Authenticity Report and trigger an alert in case similar
art  works are found. Otherwise,  the authenticity decision is emitted automatically.
Possible  forgeries  are  analyzed  with  additional  specialized  human  intervention,
which also generates feedback for improving the decision component in the Smart
Comparator. 
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Signature Computation –  The signature of  the  image will  be  used by the Smart
Comparator component to retrieve similar images and to apply a decision model to
the image regarding its authenticity. To this end, the signature must embed a compact
and complete set of descriptors, formed based on the following information:

Image metadata: Image formats other than RAW store a wealth of information in the
meta data ields which can indicate manipulations. An analysis of the image content
against its metadata, such as quantization ingerprinting [6], will result in a set of on/
off lags regarding various aspects contributing to the authentication process [7][8].

Author information: This information is not extracted from the image, but is provided
as input in the artwork upload process. 

Content  based  image  descriptors:  The  most  common  method  for  comparing  two
images in Content-Based Image Retrieval (typically an example image and an image
from the database) is using an image distance measure. An image distance measure
compares the similarity of two images in various dimensions such as color, texture,
shape, and others. The key point in CBIR is the feature extraction. For the speci ic
problem of solving the authenticity of an image, we propose the use of hand crafted
global features based on color [9][10], texture [11] and structure [12]. With compact
representation and ef icient implementation, global visual features are very suitable
for duplicate detection in large-scale image databases. 
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Smart Comparator – will contain a CBIR Engine and a Decision component. The role
of the  CBIR engine is to retrieve images with similar content, based on their stored
signature.  In  case  the  similarity  threshold  is  exceeded,  the  Decision  component
performs several additional checks in order to detect possible image manipulations. 

These manipulations can either change or preserve the content of  the image. The
former type of  manipulations change the visual information carried by the image
(modifying,  adding,  deleting image objects and background),  while  the latter  only
change  the  pixel  values  resulting  in  different  levels  of  distortions  with  the
preservation  of  content  (scaling,  rotation,  noise,  compression,  cropping,  blur,
brightness adjustment, color conversion). 

The additional checks depend on the type of artwork. For artworks represented by
digital images captured by a camera, they will be veri ied to assess if they are genuine
(they are the original captured by the camera) mainly based on the metadata. There
are a variety of ways in which an original ile, as irst saved by a digital camera, may
be different from subsequent versions of it. Some of these differences re lect the fact
that  each  digital  camera  has  distinct  ways  of  applying  the  format  settings  when
saving a ile. Other differences result from artifacts that are introduced when images
are saved multiple times. 

Possible image alterations will be evaluated both for camera-captured images and
computer generated ones by employing state of the art techniques such as principal
component analysis, error level analysis, compression signature analysis [7], and also
by deep learning based resampling detection [13].

The Smart Comparator in Apollo Septem will be developed based on deep learning
techniques. These will be employed on three levels:

1. To  ef iciently  create  a  veri ication  model  based  on  positive  and  negative
examples of similarity. Traditionally, several features (based on color, texture
and shape) are computed for CBIR and a speci ic metric (distance) is used to
assess the similarity, by weighting each feature. A threshold is then set on the
distance between two images in order to decide on similarity. Setting up the
weights and choosing the appropriate metric and thresholds are dif icult and
usually vary with the type of images (e.g., medical, animals, lowers, etc.). The
Smart  Comparator  will  function  as  a  classi ier,  trained  with  positive  and
negative  examples,  i.e.,  with  originals  and  images  forged  with  various
techniques. 
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2. To ef iciently detect traces of forgery like image resampling. Resampling is an
important signature of manipulated images. It induces statistical correlations
between the pixels. Assessment of image resampling will be performed using
a combination of statistical methods and deep learning classi iers. 

3. To create an adaptable and evolving decision making system that makes use of
previous authenticity validation results and user feedback (the authenticity
validation cases solved with human intervention).

4.6. Storage

Each operation that is executed inside the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) requires
a  certain  fee  (calculated as  gas_price *  gas_used)  based  on  the  complexity  of  the
operation (the complete list  of  the gas costs are available in the Ethereum Yellow
Paper). The gas_used required for storing an artwork can be calculated based on its
size,  but  the  gas_price has  a  dynamic  value  and  depends  on  the  current  market
conditions. [5]

At the time of the writing, the typical average and safe-low found on EthGasStatio1 are
both 30 Gwei2. Taking into consideration this gas price the following table provides
some costs examples.

Task Gas required Cost (ETH)

Save a 256-bit word to storage 20000 0.0006

Save 1 MB to storage (32768 256-bit words) 655360000 19.6608

Save 10 MB to storage (327680 256-bit
words)

6553600000 196.608

Save 1 GB to storage (1024 MB) 671088640000 20132.6592
Table 4.1: Cost example for different storage sizes considering a gas price of 30 Gwei

As illustrated above, we can see that storing data inside the Ethereum blockchain is
highly expensive and it is possible that these costs will  continue to rise as the gas
price and the ETH value rises. We need to ind a suitable balance between the on-
chain and off-chain storage, while still bene iting the decentralized capabilities of the
network. Therefore, for the blockchain operations (transactions) to be cost ef icient,
we will only store a cryptographic reference of the artwork on the on-chain network
while keeping the actual artwork off-chain.

1 ETH Gas Station: user oriented, real-time metrics on gas price, wait times,  and miner policies on the
Ethereum network (see https://ethgasstation.info/)
2 Gwei = 109 Wei (the smallest unit of Ether) or 10-9 Ether
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When storing the artwork we want to ensure two main requirements:

• Security; we want to ensure that in case an ill  intended person manages to
access  the  location  in  which  the  artworks  are  stored,  he  cannot  have  the
original ile that was uploaded. To achieve this we need to encrypt the iles in a
way that is close to impossible for him to do recreate all of the original iles. 

• Disaster recovery plan; in case that a problem occurs to the original storage,
we  need  to  have  a  way  to  ensure  that  the  platform continues  to  work as
desired.

Considering the described requirements, we have done a short analysis on the main
providers of  such services on the market.  For the  moment,  we have decided that
storing the information locally will have increased security risks in case an attacker
manages to gain access to our storage servers.

In our list  we have included the already classic players  on the market (known to
provide a high availability),  but also some new names in the storage industry that
have taken a different approach. Two names stand out in the latter category:

• Sia,  a  new  approach  to  cloud  storage  platform.  The  promise  of  Sia  is  a
decentralized  network  of  datacenters  that,  taken  together,  comprise  the
world's  fastest,  cheapest,  and  most  secure  cloud  storage  platform.  Sia
leverages  the  capacity  of  blockchain  technology  to  enable  distributed
networks to reach consensus in a secure and trustless way. Cryptographically
secured smart contracts ensure the encryption and transfer of data with no
possibility for a third party to interfere in any way. [14] 

• Storj,  the  irst  decentralized,  end-to-end encrypted  cloud  storage  that  uses
blockchain  technology  and  cryptography  to  secure  the  iles.  These  are
encrypted,  shredded  into  little  pieces  called  'shards',  and  stored  in  a
decentralized network of computers around the globe. No one but the owner
has a complete copy of your ile, not even in an ecrypted form. Because of this,
Storj can be faster,  cheaper,  and more secure than traditional cloud storage
platforms.[15]

Both of these solutions show a lot of promise, also considering the fact that both are
continuing to develop and improve their solution. At a irst glance, it seems that Storj
could be a very good solution for storing the artworks because of its better transfer
speeds.  But we also need to consider the fact  that  the nodes that are storing the
shards could become permanently of line and so we would lose the artwork. 
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This is why we need to have a disaster recovery plan. And for this, Sia’s approach
could show its bene its. We would have lower transfer speeds, but we would still have
access to the data. 

Storage provide Monthly
Storage 

Cost 

Download 
Bandwidth 

Cost

Private Decentralized Include multi
region

redundancy

Sia $0.002 $0.001 Yes Yes Yes

Storj $0.015 $0.05 Yes Yes Yes

Amazon S3 $0.023 $0.092 No No No

Google Cloud $0.02 $0.11 No No No

Microsoft Azure $0.024 $0.087 No No No
Table 4.2: Storage prices and features for the analyzed providers

The above table shows a list with prices (as well as the storage features) for the two
new proposed cloud storage alternatives. We haven’t chosen a inal solution for the
storage topic, as we are still further investigating the advantages and disadvantages
of  each provider.  We want to consider all  of  the aspects before settling on a inal
solution.

4.7. Security

As with any software nowadays that gets more and more complex and that integrates
different systems and subsystems, it becomes even more dif icult to maintain a high
level of application security. That is why we need to always be aware of the different
paths that an attacker could take to do harm to the application or to the application’s
users. Ensuring that the platform is secure and that no private information is being
leaked is a critical matter and one of our top priorities. 

That is why we will focus our attention to respect all  the major recommendations
regarding software security. And one of the most relevant and best regarded source of
such advices and best practices is the OWASP3 foundation. One extremely important
project  of  theirs  is  The  OWASP Top 10,  a  powerful  awareness  document  for  web
application security. It represents a broad consensus about the most critical security
risks  to  web  applications.  For  each  of  these  risks,  the  guide  provides  generic
information about likelihood and technical impact.[16]

3 OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project) is a worldwide not-for-profit charitable organization
focused on improving the security of software.
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To protect the user, we will use a two-step veri ication process by making it more
dif icult  for  an  ill-intentioned  person  to  sign  in  to  someone  else’s  account.  This
requires  two  different  pieces  of  evidence  to  the  authentication  mechanism:
something  they  know  (the  password)  and  something  they  have  (a  security  key
provided on their mobile phone).

4.8. Integration

One of our aims represents the possibility to connect the members of the community,
to be able to exchange different information regarding to a variety of topics. We want
to provide a way for others to integrate with our ecosystem and to be able to access
our  public  information,  by  exposing  a  publicly  accessible  API  which  anyone  can
query. 

Such  a  use  case  can  be  the  following:  a  painter  is  hosting  a  virtual  gallery;  by
accessing the public API, a blog or a mobile app or a news platform or any kind of
application can ind out about this event and spread the word even further. This way
we can help the users get acknowledged for their work and bring the community
closer together. As for the actual information type and content that the public API
endpoints will expose, this will be in luenced by the needs of the community. 
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5. Team 
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Daniel Olariu – Program Manager & Cofounder. 
More than 10 years of experience in leading projects and 
managing people. Wide blockchain knowledge, passionate about 
exploring new business applications and real-world use cases 
running on such promising technology

Ioan Lazăr – Full Stack Developer & Cofounder. 
More than 5 years of experience in infrastructure and system 
administration. Throughout the last 4 years, passionate about 
investigating further working applicability of programming 
languages, also blockchain developer

Daniel Vișoiu – Full Stack Developer & Cofounder. 
More than 10 year of experience in information technology. 
Along the years utilized a wide range of technologies and 
programming languages, with applicability on various 
distributed systems. Blockchain enthusiast.

Bogdan Enache – Fine Artist & Graphic Designer & Cofounder. 
Over 20 years of experience in illustration, graphic design and 
visual communication. Supporter of art and tech integration.

Alexandru Sandu – Risk Management & Cofounder. 
More than 10 years of international experience in corporate and 
information technology governance. Working knowledge and 
exposure in planning and execution of transformation 
programs. Experience in managing multi-tenant enterprise 
systems.

Simona Caraiman – Authenticity Engine Architect
More than 10 years research experience in ields like Digital 
image processing, Computer Vision, Visualization, Machine 
Learning, High performance computing (including Quantum 
Computing). Participated in several international programs.
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Cristian Amarandei – Infrastructure Architect
More than 15 years research experience in ields like Systems 
and Technologies for Parallel and Distributed Computing, Grid 
Architectures, Parallel Algorithms, Computer Networks, 
Operating Systems.

Rareș Tohănean – Senior Developer & Technical Lead
More than 20 years of experience in software development, 
technical analysis, project and resources coordination.

Gabriel Mondino – Blockchain Engineer
More than 15 years of experience as software developer and 
technical architect. Working knowledge and exposure to 
blockchain technologies during participation in R3 consortium.

Radu Enache – Marketing Specialist
More than 10 years of experience in Marketing, Advertising and 
PR. Running his own business with customers spanning a wide 
range of ields.

Alexandru Cristea – 
Business Development & Marketing & Cofounder
Urban photographer. More than 10 years of international 
experience in corporate sales and governance. Lean Six Sigma 
professional.

Valentin Leru – Legal Advisor
Lawyer with extended competencies in International Law

Octavian Horvat – Back-end Developer
More than 15 years of experience as software developer, with 
participations in various international programs. Strong 
engineering professional, covering a wide range of technologies

Victor Poancă – UI/UX Developer and Web Analyst
More than 8 years of experience in UI/UX development and 
many collaborations with local companies



6. Timeline

In line with the contents presented so far in this white paper, the roadmap has been
designed, both to support strategic and long-range planning of the Apollo Septem
project and to manage stakeholders’ expectations.  The major milestones represented
on the roadmap are better explained below,  including with the expected concrete
deliverables for each phase (if applicable):

Idea: Can technology encourage art creation and empower artists otherwise than
being just another mean of representation (i.e. digital art)? In our opinion it can and
in  fact  we  noticed  that  this  industry  has  always  been  lagging  the  de inition  of
sustainable use cases of  the latest trends in technology. A group of IT experts sat
down  with  a  group  of  artists,  setting  the  grounds  for  Apollo  Septem,  the  irst
integrated visual arts ecosystem leveraging on the power of blockchain.

Project Started: This has been the most challenging part of the journey, as it was
intended not only to offer answers and tools for the existing problems, but also to
create value, to ind scalable solutions, to be innovative and to empower the artists.

Presale: Driven by our aspiration to be both democratic and transparent, we agreed
to make use of the common practice of setting a presale period. This will grant to the
community and early investors the opportunity to bene it of a discounted token price.

ICO:  The Initial Coin Offering via a Smart Contract deployed on the Ethereum 
network

MVP: The main functionalities in the release of the Apollo Septem MVP are:

• Apollo Septem Wallet

• Apollo Septem Account 

• Online Art Market – Alpha

Junior Release:

• Online Art Market user go-live (Buy – Sell – Barter)

• Apollo Septem Authenticity Veri ication component

• Fast Art Financing component
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Consolidation Release:

• Apollo Septem Artwork Shares Creation Algorithm

Senior Release:

• Apollo Septem Online Galleries

• Major milestone: Apollo Septem Ecosystem fully deployed

Approaching new challenges: further evolution of Apollo Septem Ecosystem, based
on community consensus
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7. Legal  Disclaimer on Risks and  Exemption  of
Liability

This document is intended for information purposes only and cannot be considered a
recommendation or investment advice.  The information in this document is  not a
contract  that  is  concluded  by  correspondence  or  any  other  form  of  contractual
relationship.  Its  only  purpose  is  to  provide  relevant  information  on  the  token
purchase.

Please  read  the  "Legal  Disclaimer  on  Risks  and  exemption  of  liability”  document
carefully, as you are responsible for any decision taken both on the token purchase
and on any other action taken on the basis of the white paper.

This document cannot be considered an investment application or purchase offer for
any securities under any jurisdiction.

It is not recommended to purchase the token for speculative purposes or any other
similar  purposes.  The  acquired  tokens  do  not  give  purchasers  the  right  to  claim
ownership on the company's capital or any other right over the company itself.

Citizens, residents or nationals of the United States of America, Canada or any other
states whose laws prohibit participation in the token purchase/sale are not entitled
to participate in Apollo Septem initial token offering. Otherwise, the company and its
representatives will not be liable for those who purchase APO token in violation of
the laws of the state they come from.

Apollo Septem is an unregulated form of investment. APO digital tokens cannot be
treated as securities in the sense of the different investor protection laws and do not
require compliance with the speci ic obligations applicable to issuers of securities
admitted to trading on a regulated market. APO is not a security because the bene its
derived from the digital token do not give the investor a right to part of the issuer's
future pro its,  pro its  that would result  from the managerial  efforts  of  others,  the
investor not being involved in the issuer's management and control.

The  Apollo  Septem  platform  is  not  yet  launched  and  while  being  continuously
updated, it is possible to be subject to unexpected and unforeseen changes that can
impact  the  platform's  success.  For  the  reasons  outlined  above  and  for  other
considerations, we will not be able to offer any guarantees regarding the launch and
development of the Apollo Septem platform.
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In case you have any questions or concerns about the process of initial token offering
based on blockchain technology, we recommend that you use the services of a legal,
inancial or iscal consultant or expert.  The company does not recommend you to

purchase  the  token,  unless  you  have  knowledge  of  the  initial  token  offering
procedure.  Before  you  participate  in  the  token  purchase,  you  need  to  carefully
analyze  and  evaluate  the  risk  factors  and  other  information  presented  in  this
document.
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